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EDITORIAL

Ernie Morris started his business 
in 1968 with $62 and a dream, 
working half the week repairing 
typewriters and the remainder of 
the time selling office supplies out 
of his car, his son Tim recalled.

After a couple of years he quit 
the typewriter repair job and started to sell office supplies full time. 
He opened for business in Bushnell, Florida in 1971. When his older 
son Ron joined the business in 1973, the business began to sell office 
furniture. Today, it is a major product category and Ron is president 
of Ernie Morris Enterprises. Tim joined the business in 1977 and is 
currently vice president.

The business grew during the 80s selling both office supplies and 
office furniture. “I would go to what was then Associated Stationers 
once a week and pick up supplies,” said Tim. “Then we would 
handwrite tickets and deliver them.” 

It was around 1980 that Ernie Morris Enterprises started to sell 
to the education market. School systems in Florida had their own 
warehouses where they would stock supplies. “We got our start on 
the K-12 side of our furniture business bidding on those warehouse 
supplies,” said Tim.

Education sales helped drive growth in Florida. Once that proved 
a successful business approach, the Morris family applied the same 
strategy to acquire a school business in Georgia. “Georgia had done 
exceptionally well with its lotto and spent the money on education,” 
said Tim. There was building and renovating going on which indicated 
the need for new furniture.

“We had significant growth until 2009. Then we went through the 
recession,” recalls Tim. That was when the dealership first started to 
sell furniture to the government. “If they wanted to buy a chair and 

In my short tenure to date as editor of this 
publication one of the things that has impressed 
me most is the number of industry professionals 
who are willing to contribute their thoughts and 
experience to these pages in an effort to help their 
fellow professionals succeed.

This month we welcome to the list Bill Cardone, 
an industry veteran with three decades of industry 
experience and a resume that includes some of the 
biggest names in the business.

Bill’s thoughts about the current state of the IDC are 
well worth a look, particularly his call for increased 
collaboration within the channel.

Collaboration is not exactly new for the IDC. Indeed, 
it could be argued that the channel would never had 
stood a chance of survival without close collaboration 
between the various elements—manufacturers, 
wholesalers, reps, buying groups, technology 
providers and, of course dealers themselves.

But as Bill suggests, current industry conditions 
make it more important than ever for all parties in 
the IDC to work together, to combat the threat from 
Amazon and the acquisition-hungry Big Boxes and to 
respond effectively to the changing buying patterns of 
our customers.

With that in mind, I would like to invite all our readers 
to contribute to that collaboration through the pages 
of INDEPENDENT DEALER. Please do not hesitate to 
get in touch should you have any ideas that you think 
can help the IDC to thrive and/or encourage greater 
collaboration. We would love to hear from you and 
share what you have to say with 
your fellow channel members.

Time to Raise Channel 
Collaboration to the Next Level Fifty Years and Growing in the 

Southeast  for Ernie Morris Enterprises
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INCREASE SALES BY TARGETING THESE CUSTOMERS 
WITH THE RIGHT MESSAGE AT THE RIGHT TIME

The Digital Service Team behind CartIQ™ sends 
emails triggered by adandoned carts, offers 
incentives to bring customers back, and creates 
professional email templates that incorporate your 
company’s branding. You can send 
re-engagement emails without lifting a finger! 

WHAT ARE THE KEY ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE RE-ENGAGEMENT EMAIL? 

on Your Website
YOU ARE LOSING SALES

1 IN 4 SHOPPERS HAVE ABANDONED CARTS

People who buy products 
marketed through email spend 
138% more than people that do 
not receive email offers1

Target customers with 
products they’re 
interested in buying Personalized emails have a 

26% increase in open rates2

Add a personal touch 
to every email

Transactional emails are 
opened 8x more often than 
traditional marketing emails2

Remind your 
shoppers they left 
items in their cart

138%

8X 
MORE

26%
INCREASE

Hello, Steve!

MORE SALES FOR YOU!
What does that mean?

60%+

CartIQ users have 
experienced more 
than a 60% 
conversion rate

1

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
Don’t you want to win back your customers who have abandoned carts?

121 Email Marketing Statistics That Will Make You Rethink Email Marketing, Jonathan Herrick, http://www.jeffbullas.com/email-marketing-statistics/ 
2The New Rules of Email Marketing, Campaign Monitor, https://www.campaignmonitor.com/resources/guides/email-marketing-new-rules/
3 25 Email Marketing Statistics to Know in 2017, Mike McEvoy, January 19, 2017, http://www.webpresencesolutions.net/email-marketing-statistics-2017/

866.374.3221 www.ECiSolutions.com     info@ecisolutions.com
©2018 ECi Software Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. ECi and the ECi Red Box logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of ECi Software Solutions, Inc.

http://www.ecisolutions.com
mailto:info%40ecisolutions.com?subject=Enquiry%20from%20Independent%20Dealer%20April
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we had to deliver it to Miami, we would do it because we knew nobody else 
would service that business,” he said. Making any sale was what counted. “If 
it was a file cabinet or a full floor of furniture, it didn’t matter.” 

In 2010 Ernie Morris Enterprises opened its Georgia office and warehouse 
along with a furniture showroom. Not long after that sales offices were 
opened in North and South Carolina, Tennessee and Alabama. 

Today, Ernie Morris Enterprises represents more than 100 furniture lines. 
“We select what is best for the client, the best value and what meets their 
needs,” said Tim. “We do turnkey school projects from the front of the 
building to administrative areas, classrooms, cafeterias, media centers and 
the playground out back,” says Tim. 

As the company looks forward to its next fifty years, part of its future growth 
will be in the hands of the third generation, as members of both Tim and 
Ron’s families have entered the business. “We have elected to go through the 
generations and keep Ernie Morris flying,” said Tim. 

In Belleville, Illinois, Brett Balz and 
his team at Egyptian Workspace 
Partners had a really good reason to 
ice up the champagne recently, after 
being honored by their local chamber 
of commerce with its 2017 Business 
Excellence Award. The award was 
presented at a dinner held by the 
Bellevue Chamber that was attended 
by more than 500 chamber members 
and guests.  

“It was quite an honor to be 
recognized by the Chamber,” said 
Brett. He points out the attention 
garnered by Egyptian when it 
rebranded last year helped to 
keep the dealership in the minds of 
chamber members. 

The dealership changed its name 
last April—from Egyptian Stationers 
to Egyptian Workspace Partners, 
introduced a new logo and updated its 
signage, website, marketing materials 
and truck wraps to reflect the new 
identity. “To all of our partners, thanks 
for your continued support and for 
allowing us to serve you for the last 
138 years,” said Brett on accepting 
the award. 

Illinois Dealer Egyptian 
Receives Business 
Excellence Award  

Corporate Interior Systems, Phoenix, held its first-ever charity cornhole 
tournament in February. The event, titled Bags & Brews, benefitted the 
after-school program of a local homeless and domestic violence victims’ 
organization.

Almost 200 people from the commercial real estate and construction 
industry attended the outdoor tournament for a fun-filled afternoon of 
connecting and networking. From lawn games to product-filled sponsor 
tents, local craft beers, a DJ and street tacos, the event was full of excitement 
and entertainment.

“Through our many sponsors, and the generosity of those attending, we 
were able to raise $15,000 for the after-school program,” said Elisabeth 
Tometich, director of marketing at CIS. “The money will allow for more 
low-income children to experience education excursions and gain access to 
school supply resources.” 

Phoenix Dealer CIS Supports After 
School Program
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MAKE GOOD IDEAS 
LOOK GREAT.

Look brighter and sharper using Domtar papers with ColorLok® Technology. Learn more at domtar.com.Look brighter and sharper using Domtar papers with ColorLok® Technology. Learn more at domtar.com.

Domtar EarthChoice® Office Paper is a dependable everyday paper that delivers vivid colors and 

bolder blacks with ColorLok® Technology. And because it’s made using wood fibers from responsibly 

managed forests, you can do your part to ensure a healthier planet today – and tomorrow.

Also available in 30% and 50% recycled options.

Illinois Dealer Egyptian 
Receives Business 
Excellence Award  

http://domtar.com/en/paper-products/earthchoice_papers.asp
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At BSI (formerly Building Services Inc.) in Waukesha, Wisconsin, 
charitable giving has been part of the company DNA for many years. 
Recently, however, its approach to doing good deeds for worthy causes 
has evolved. “Last year we decided for the first time to champion one 
charity for the whole year,” said Teryn Janecek, senior interior designer.

During 2017, the dealership held events to raise money specifically for 
Tricia’s Troops Cancer Connection. Tricia’s Troops is a non-profit cancer 
support organization dedicated to providing hope and support for people 
in Waukesha County at the beginning of their cancer journey, to help 
address their non-medical daily living needs and to reduce the financial 
strain a cancer diagnosis can present.

Tricia’s Troops Cancer Connection has been serving the Waukesha 
community since 2011 when the founder Tricia Wright, mother of two young 
children, was diagnosed with stage-four cancer. Tricia passed away in 
2012 but the organization she helped start continues to provide those going 
through cancer care with the same level of support she did. 

Fundraisers ran the gamut from a banana race in the BSI parking lot to 
a raffle at the company’s Christmas party. By yearend, BSI’s efforts had 
brought in a total of $4,000. This year, BSI will support the Hope Center 
and Hebron House in Waukesha. 

Wisconsin Dealer BSI Supports Local 
Cancer Support Group

BSI’s Teryn Janecek (left) presented the $4,000 check to Bill Wright and 
his two daughters, and Tricia’s mother Bobby. 

Congratulations very much are in order 
for Jodie Johnson, owner of The Office 
Shop, Aitkin, Minnesota, who was 
recently recognized by the Women of 
Today service organization as its 
annual Inspire Award recipient. The 
award is given to individuals who 
support their local Women of Today 
chapter. Jodie has been a member of 
the organization for 30 years, served 
as a local officer and president and 
is a past president of the statewide 
Minnesota Women of Today. 

“Over the years we have given as 
much as we can,” said Jodie. She makes 
donations to the group and gives them 
good deals on office supplies and 
copies. “We have given them a space 
upstairs in our Aitkin store, where they 
store their signs and projects.

“The local chapter president emailed 
me earlier this year and said she wanted 
to talk to me,” said Jodie (above left). 
She came to the Aitkin store with other 
women from the group, presented 
a plaque and read a statement from 
local and national Women of Today 
organizations recognizing The Office 
Shop for its continued support. 

Minnesota Dealer 
The Office Shop 
Recognized By U.S. 
Women of Today
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Big Tab™ Printable 
White Label Dividers

Organize your work with a contemporary look. The 
large, arch-shaped tab labels can be personalized 
with text, logos, graphics or custom colors and printed 
to the edge using free templates at Avery Design & 
Print. And with the Easy Peel® labels with the Pop-
up Edge®, it’s quick and easy to label your tabs— 
no inserts required.

SIMPLY 
ORGANIZED

©2018 Avery Products Corporation. All Rights Reserved. The Avery Reseller Portal Promotion is only available to registered Dealers 
of the Avery Reseller Portal and not Avery Employees or their families. Proof of download is gathered by the Avery Reseller System 
and eCodes will only be distributed to valid email addresses who have performed the required activity. All eCodes will be emailed by 
May 11, 2018. The Starbucks word mark and the Starbucks Logo are trademarks of Starbucks Corporation. Starbucks is also the owner 
of the Copyrights in the Starbucks Logo and the Starbucks Card designs. All rights reserved. Starbucks is not a participating partner or 
sponsor in this o�er.

To learn more, visit avery.com/dividers

Avery Reseller Portal Promotion

Download Q2 Durable Solutions Flyer

& 2018 Planning Calendar 

You will receive a $10 Starbucks eCode via email*.

Not registered? Click on register to get started!

Visit www.averyreseller.com

http://www.avery.com/dividers
http://www.averyreseller.com
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N. Dakota Dealer Fireside Office Solutions Delivers Meals to Seniors 
Dealers are community-minded 
individuals and always looking for 
different and helpful ways to be of 
service. At Fireside Office Solutions, 
Bismarck, North Dakota, that passion 
has led employees to work with the 
county senior center to deliver meals to 
those in need. The effort started only a 
few months ago but Fireside employees 
are supporting it in a big way.

A group of ten Fireside employees 
currently works with the senior center. 
Two employees take each week and 
are out 1½ hours in the late mornings 
to deliver meals. “It has been a 
positive experience,” said Fireside’s 
Mary Hulm. “For a lot of seniors the 
person who brings the meal might 
be the only contact they have with 
another person that day.”

Deb Hausauer (right) works at the senior center, while Tara Mitchell (left) and 
Stacy Willer are both Fireside employees who help deliver meals. 

Who doesn’t like Girl Scout Cookies? Practically no 
one! That’s why every year Wilson Office Solutions, 
Paducah, Kentucky, buys a solid supply of cookies 
from a local Girl Scout troop and gives a box away to 
anyone placing an order.

It all started when the daughter of Wilson’s owner 
Bryon Harlan was in the Girl Scouts several years 
ago. Bryon wanted to help out his daughter’s troop, 
so he decided to buy a bunch of cookies to give 
out. “I made a promotional flyer and posted it on 
Facebook saying ‘Place an order and support the 
Girl Scouts’,” said Bryon.

The second or third year Bryon did this the Girls 
Scout Troup over bought and he offered to take the 
surplus cookies off their hands, leaving him with close 
to 300 boxes. Customers went crazy over the offer; 
large companies would even split their order into 
multiple parts to get more boxes. “We went through a 
lot of cookies that year,” remembers Bryon.

His daughter left the scouts a while back, but 
Bryon continues to offer the cookies. This year he 
bought cookies from the daughter of one of the 
dealership’s customers. While the cookies do have 
a positive effect, Bryon says he does it more to give 
back to the community. “We support the local troop 
and tell our customers when they are with us, they’re 
with the community,” claimed Bryon. “That is why I 
keep doing it.” 

Kentucky Dealer Wilson Office 
Solutions Promotes Sales with Girl 
Scout Cookies
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To learn more on how your customers can offset their paper footprint,

Contact your CIG Sales Representative

(866) 734-6548 | cloverimaging.com

126718A Clover Imaging Group and its logo are  trademarks owned by Clover Technologies 
Group, LLC, and may be registered in the United States and other countries. 

Planting new trees.
One print job at a time.

Benefits To Your Customer:

PrintReleaf™ empowers your customers to 

sustain and grow our global forest system by 

converting their paper footprint into actual trees.

Automated
Sustainability

Process

Reduce
Environmental

Footprint

Promote
Environmental

Impact

Plant
In Their

Preferred Forest

To Date, Clover Has Planted 250,013 Trees

http://www.cloverimaging.com
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Custer, Inc., Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, has worked with 
Kids Food Basket! for the past 
six years. The organization 
provides sack lunches 
and after school snacks for 
malnourished children. 

“A lot of kids go to school 
without lunch or lunch 
money,” said Todd Custer, 
chief operating officer at 
Custer, Inc. Those same 
children may not have had 
breakfast that day or dinner 
the night before.

“The goal of the program 
is to provide good quality 
food for under-served 
children,” said Todd. Custer 
employees work with Kids 
Food Basket! to produce 

the lunches and also raise 
money to support the 
organization. For example: 
To help raise funds Custer 
runs days when employees 
can wear jeans to work if 
they donate $5. “We have 

put on a host of efforts over 
the years to support them,” 
says Todd.

Kids Food Basket! has 
grown through the years and 
today works out of several 
locations. Later this year it 

plans to move into a new 
facility. “They reached out 
to us and to Steelcase, our 
aligned partner, to help with 
that mission,” said Todd. 
“We will collaborate on their 
furniture needs.”

Michigan 
Dealer Custer 
Inc. Helps 
Feed School 
Children

Always on the lookout for new ways to engage and captivate 
customers on social media, Modern Office Products, 
Youngstown, Ohio, recently went with a “bad pets” contest. 
“It was actually an idea submitted by our furniture manger, 
who had seen people posting photos online of pets 
misbehaving,” said Lisa DeNiro, marketing manager.

Modern Office Products is no stranger to contests. “We 
have done contests in the past where people submitted 
photos of office Christmas decorations, photos of their 
pets dressed for Halloween and photos of pets at work,” 
said Lisa. The dealership has a weakness for pets, has its 
own office pet and works to support animal causes.

The pets misbehaving photo contest was promoted on 
Facebook and featured in Modern Office Products’ weekly 
newsletter three weeks in a row. It was also posted on the 
home page of the website. 

Even with the support the contest received it is uncertain 
whether Modern Office Products will try it again next year. 
“We try to do different things,” said Lisa. “We like to offer 
fun contests and give customers the chance to interact. 
And it is always fun to win a prize.”

Ohio Dealer Modern Office 
Products Features Misbehaving 
Pets on Facebook
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Contract furniture dealers 
regularly network with designers 
and architects and that effort 
often involves after-hour 
meetings that typically offer 
alcoholic beverages. That’s 
not the only option, though, as 
Ashley Mile, A&D marketing 
manager at Office Images in 
Atlanta reports.

The idea was to combine 
a workout opportunity 
with a chance to network 
with like-minded industry 
associates. The Not-so-Fat 
Tuesday event was held on 
“Fat Tuesday”, February 13. 
“We partnered with Arc-Com 
Fabrics and CFC Group, a 
rep group here in Atlanta, and 
held a dance class at the CFC 
Group showroom,” said Ashley. 

Ashley used a fitness 
instructor she had worked with 
at her previous job to lead the 
Zumba dance workout. After 
the dance workout, salads 
and smoothies were served. 
“A lot of younger designers 
want to network but they want 
to do something healthier 
than the wine and cheese 
typically associated with such 
meetings,” Ashley explains. 

The event was a success 
and something like it will most 
likely be held again in the 
not too distant future. “It is 
fun, easy and simple to put 
together,” said Ashley. “We will 
invite our clients to come and 
enjoy themselves.”

Atlanta Dealer 
Office Images 
Offers Active 
Networking 
on Not-so-Fat 
Tuesday

The Supply Room, Ashland, Virginia recently partnered with Hanover County 
Public Schools to work on a classroom of the future project which transformed two 
classrooms into innovative and creative learning spaces.

The two classrooms serve as a pilot for what could become a multi-million 
dollar project to redo all classrooms. “We wanted teachers to dream big and do 
the things they’d like to do with their classrooms,” said Dr. Michael Gill, Hanover 
Schools superintendent. 

“Both classrooms—one a lab, the other a regular classroom—have furniture 
that can be broken into groups for team collaboration,” said Ben Roberson, sales 
manager. “The furniture is flexible and works in a normal classroom setting and 
changes into the collaborative scenario.”

When it comes to furniture being used by the school district prior to this project, 
most of it was from the 70s. The team from The Supply Room made sure that these 
new classrooms made use of the latest incarnations of educational furniture.

“The approach mixes furniture with technology to get these classrooms to look more 
like the workplace of today,” said Ben. In one case, charging stations were provided 
for the new iPads one group received. 

Virginia Dealer The Supply Room 
Works on Classroom of the Future
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When It’s My Community, Reno, Nevada, re-launched its 
website last month, it also took advantage of the opportunity to 
introduce a new identity for the company. “Our name was not 
truly representative of who we are,” said Jenifer Rose, CEO. The 
corporate name is still “It’s My Community” but now it has added 
the DBA of Community Office Solutions.

The company kept the same logo and the same colors but 
tweaked the words used. “If you had visited the old site and then 
our new site, and I didn’t tell you that the name had changed, you 
probably wouldn’t notice,” says Jenifer.

The new website opens customers of Community Office 
Solutions to the full catalogs of both national wholesalers but 
also allows Jenifer to readily add custom offerings. “We are 
direct with a couple of furniture lines and with a manufacturer 
of sparkling water,” said Jenifer. “We can customize and add 
whatever we want.” 

In its ongoing effort to improve its service, Jenifer looked at 
its charitable giving and found a way to make it more impactful. 
Rather than 
provide financial 
support to more 
than 200 charities 
each year, 
Community Office 
Solutions now picks 
one charity a month, 
based on customer 
recommendations, 
and features that 
charity on its new 
homepage. 

Reno Dealer Rebrands and Enhances Online Offering

Wilbert Sakata, retired owner of Hawaii Stationery/HSC Office Products, 
Alea, Hawaii, died February 21. He was 91.

After service in the U.S. Army during World War II and working for the 
federal government as a quartermaster after the war, Wilbert took over the 
family business in 1965 when his father became ill. 

During his tenure, he grew the business from what was basically just a 
business forms company to a full service, general line office products operation. 

Known lovingly as “Mr. S” to his employees because of his kind and 
generous heart, he retired in 1994 and was succeeded as president by his 
son, Stacy Sakata.

Survivors include Stacy and his brother Burt; cousin Frank; granddaughter 
Shannel; and Wilbert’s brother Thomas. 

In Memoriam: Wilbert Keiji Sakata of 
Hawaii Stationery/HSC Office Products

http://www.itsmycommunitystore.com
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www.usamadepaper.com

http://www.usamadepaper.com
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SECRETS of success
McGarity’s Business Products, Gainesville, Georgia 
McGarity’s Business Products can 
trace its roots back to 1979, when John 
McGarity, the father of current president 
Scott McGarity, started the business. 
The elder McGarity had been a furniture 
sales representative and initially began 
selling office furniture and soon after 
office supplies. 

As they have at many dealers, sales 
since then have migrated to include 
janitorial supplies and break room 
products. But while the mix may have 
changed, the basic business philosophy 
that drives the company today is the 
same as the one that was in place on the 
first day it opened. 

“The reason we are in business is 
because of relationships,” McGarity 
says. “Salespeople build relationships 
and when the economy turns down 
it is those relationships that carry the 
business. Customers may stop buying 
furniture in tough times, but there is 
always a need to replace consumables.”

When asked if he has a specific 
product to hang his hat on, McGarity 
explains, “There isn’t any one product 
that stands out, but I would say that our 
design capabilities are key. When you 
design a project for a customer, you 
generate the potential for providing all 
kinds of products. Once that office is 
completed, you have the potential to 
continue that relationship by keeping 
your client as an office supply customer.”  

To emphasize this approach, 
McGarity’s has increased the number 
of designers on staff from one to three. 
“They are all very experienced and they 
also sell, so that has been a tremendous 
growth factor,” he says.

Furniture has been a growth driver in 
other ways. The dealership had tried to 
sell used furniture in the past but without 
much success. Recent years, however, 
have seen a marked improvement in the 
category. The first boost came during 

the recession when people saw used 
furniture as a way to save on purchases. 
Now, McGarity’s has a warehouse full 
of used furniture that it rolls out when the 
time is right.

Potential customers don’t visit the 
warehouse, but, if necessary, can be 
shown pictures of available items. 
Other times, suggested pieces are 
brought from the warehouse to show 
clients. “If you understand that market 
you enhance the project by putting the 
used in with the new,” says McGarity. 
“If you know what you are doing this 
can really make the project more 
affordable for the customer.”

To further enhance furniture 
capabilities, McGarity has created an 
upholstery department. For years he 
used an outside service, but when that 
owner was ready to retire, McGarity 
bought his equipment and brought him 
in to train a new upholsterer. “It is almost 
a necessity in our business to offer this 
service,” says McGarity, and with the 
addition of his son-in-law, who manages 
the operation, he says the service is 
setting sales records. “We now have 
three upholsterers and have expanded 

Products carried:  Office furniture; 
office supplies; cleaning, break 
room and janitorial supplies; Xerox 
multifunction products; Keurig 
brewing systems and supplies; safety 
equipment; computer accessories; 
toner cartridges
Services offered:  Office design and 
space planning; office furniture delivery 
and installation; upholstery 
Year founded: 1979
Annual sales: $8 million
No of Employees: 31
Key business partners: Haworth, HON, 
OFS Brands, Xerox, S.P. Richards
https://www.mcgaritys.com

to include residential upholstery along 
with commercial,” he adds.

Looking ahead, McGarity sees the 
current crop of buyers retiring and 
recognizes that before too long many of 
these buying positions will have been 
filled by millennials. “We are hiring 
young, bright millennials today to help,” 
says McGarity. “If you want to think like 
a millennial, you’d better have a few on 
board to help and you’d better keep up 
with the latest technology.”

https://www.mcgaritys.com
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Visit RegisterforEPIC.com in the 
coming months for more information!

October 15 – 17, 2018
Hyatt Regency New Orleans, LA

Presented By:

ORDINARY

PREPARE TO...
SAVE THE DATE

October 1
5 – 17, 2018

and tons of fun too!

Status Quo
Challenging
Dealer-led panels
and sessions

Hard-Hitting &
Action Oriented
Peer-to-peer 
networking forums

Bold Ideas &
Cutting-Edge
Opportunities 

Join an 
EPIC Gathering 
of the industry’s 
movers & shakers 
in the Big Easy!

http://www.registerforepic.com
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If you have news to share - email it to  

news@IDealerCentral.com

Canon Goes After Clone Cartridge 
Companies; ITC Opens Investigation
Japan-based Canon Inc. has 
launched a major legal battle against 
sellers of clone toner cartridges. The 
multinational has filed a complaint 
with the United States International 
Trade Commission (ITC) and 
infringement lawsuits in various district 
courts in the U.S. accusing over 40 
companies, including members of the 
independent dealer community, of 
patent infringement.

The long list of remanufacturers, 
importers and resellers is accused 
of infringing, via the import and/
or offer for sale of toner cartridges 
that contain elements that allegedly 
contravene at least nine of Canon’s 
patents. The cartridges alleged to 

Ninestar Corporation;
Ninestar Image Tech Limited;
Ninestar Technology Company, Ltd.;
Apex Microtech Ltd.;
Static Control Components, Inc.;
Aster Graphics, Inc.;
Jiangxi Yibo E tech Co., Ltd.;
Aster Graphics Co., Ltd.;
Print-Rite Holdings Ltd.;
Print-Rite N.A., Inc.;
Union Technology Int’l (M.C.O.) Co. Ltd.;
Print-Rite Unicorn Image Products Co. Ltd.;
Kingway Image Co., Ltd.;
Ourway Image Tech Co., Ltd.;
Ourway Image Co., Ltd.;
Zhuhai Aowei Electronics Co., Ltd.;
Ourway US Inc.;
9010-8077 Quebec Inc.;
Acecom, Inc. - San Antonio;
ACM Technologies, Inc.;
Apex Excel Limited;
Arlington Industries, Inc.;
Billiontree Technology USA Inc.;
Bluedog Distribution Inc.;
CLT Computers, Inc.;
Do It Wiser LLC;
EIS Office Solutions, Inc.;
eReplacements, LLC;
Fairland, LLC;
Frontier Imaging, Inc.;
FTrade, Inc.;
Garvey’s Office Products, Inc.;
Global Cartridges;
GPC Trading Co., Limited;
Hong Kong BoZe Co., Limited;
Master Print Supplies, Inc.;
i8 International, Inc.;
Imaging Supplies Investors, LLC;
Ink Technologies Printer Supplies, LLC;
Kuhlmann Enterprises, Inc.;
LD Products, Inc.;
Linkyo Corp.;
Online Tech Stores, LLC;
Print After Print, Inc.;
Reliable Imaging Computer Products, Inc.;
The Supplies Guys, LLC;
V4INK, Inc.;
World Class Ink Supply, Inc.; and
Zinyaw LLC

be in violation are for use in a range 
of Canon and Hewlett-Packard 
laser beam printers, including 
models from Canon’s imageCLASS, 
imageRUNNER, and i-SENSYS lines, 
as well as HP’s LaserJet Pro and 
LaserJet Enterprise ranges.

Following the filing at the end of 
February, the ITC announced on March 
26 that it is opening an investigation 
into Canon’s claims and the company’s 
request for a general exclusion order, 
or alternatively a limited exclusion 
order, on the importation and sale 
of the specified cartridges and 
components. The ITC set a target date 
for completion of the investigation 
within 45 days of its commencement.

The full list of those named in the 
Canon’s legal actions is as follows:

mailto:news%40IDealerCentral.com?subject=
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(800) 636.0778 | WWW.PHOENIXSAFEUSA.COM

IT’S LIKE HAVING 
THIS GUY
PROTECTING YOUR 
CUSTOMER’S FILES.
If your customer’s business were destroyed by an office 
fire, would their most important documents be safe? 
The Phoenix family of products provides on-site fire and 
water protection for your customer’s files, and keeps their 
business running even after a disaster. They worked hard 
to build their business, so we won’t let it go up in smoke. 

Interestingly, although the list contains 
a number of independent office 
products dealers, there is no mention of 
possibly the largest commercial source 
of clone cartridges—Amazon. 

This has raised speculation in the 
industry that perhaps Canon was 
unwilling to engage in a potentially 
lengthy and expensive legal battle 
against a firm with greater financial clout 
or alienate a reseller that ships a great 
deal of its product.

While some of the remanufacturers 
and importers named among the 
litigants are no strangers to intellectual 
property lawsuits, the way in which 
independent dealers were targeted 
is less clear. Some have suggested 
that a handful of firms may have been 
chosen more or less at random as a 
warning shot to all dealers who stock the 
allegedly infringing cartridges. 

“Garvey’s probably got selected 
because we have an open site that 

is web scrapable [and] they found 
Aster Products on it,” suggested 
Bernie Garvey, president and owner 
of Garvey’s Office Products of Niles, 
Illinois, one of the independents on 
the Canon list. “I expect that it’s an 
intimidation play to scare others off the 
category with publicity.”

It should be pointed out that 
the lawsuit only refers to newly 
manufactured clone cartridges rather 
than remanufactured cartridges, 
which do not infringe upon Canon’s 
intellectual property.

While Canon did not respond to 
INDEPENDENT DEALER’s request 
for a comment, the firm issued a 
corporate statement when it launched 
the legal challenge which read in 
part: “Throughout the development, 
sales and marketing process, Canon 
respects the intellectual property 
of other companies and individuals 
and expects others to similarly 

respect Canon’s intellectual property 
rights. Canon remains committed to 
pursuing legal enforcement against 
those who do not respect Canon’s 
intellectual property.”

HP also contacted its business 
partners in support of Canon’s action 
and warned those selling new build 
compatible toner cartridges that they 
may be at risk of infringement.

“Please be aware that HP takes 
partners’ violation of intellectual 
property rights very seriously and 
will take it into consideration when 
assessing eligibility for certain 
Partner Programs and, ultimately, in 
our decisions as to the partners with 
which we choose to do business,” the 
correspondence warned.

“To protect your business reputation 
and financial interests, we ask that you 
verify the source of your print supplies 
to make sure they are not in violation of 
Canon’s IP,” it added.

http://www.phoenixsafeusa.com
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www.BoisePaper.com

Every day you have deadlines to meet, 

customers to impress, and work to do. 

At Boise Paper,  our experienced staff 

are dedicated to engineering and 

delivering products your customers can 

trust. From strategic investments 

at our mills to 

supply chain 

integration, we 

do everything we 

can to meet your 

highest standards.

Committed to  
Your Success

*Source: The NPD Group / U.S. Total Channel Tracking Service / Technology Paper / Jan 2012 – Jan 2016. Aspen, Boise, Boise 
Paper, Boise Polaris, Paper with Purpose, Project Up and Quality You Can Trust are trademarks of Boise White Paper, L.L.C. or its 
affiliates. For more information on Boise Paper’s trademark use, go to: http://www.BoisePaper.com/TermsofUse/#Trademarks.

See for yourself why Boise Paper is 

America’s top selling paper brand.
  

99.99% Jam-Free® Guarantee 

Reliable nationwide network ensures 
the products you want are stocked and 
delivered on time 

Made with pride in the USA

•

•

•

http://www.boisepaper.com
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ECi Names Leslie Bodnar 
Chief Marketing Officer

Dealer technology provider ECi Soft-
ware Solutions last month announced 
the appointment of Leslie Bodnar as 
its chief marketing officer. 

Bodnar comes to ECi after a 20-year 
career in software marketing, product 
management, and business devel-
opment in which she has held senior 
management and marketing positions 
at MSC Software, Siemens PLM Soft-
ware and ACTIVE Network. 

“We are pleased to have Leslie 
join our team and lead our marketing 
efforts as we work to provide more 
value to our customers and the indus-
tries we serve,” said ECi CEO Ron 
Books. She is “uniquely qualified to 
expand our brand and digital pres-
ence, as well as help us identify new 
marketing opportunities. I look forward 
to her contributions to our company 
and customers,” he added.

KY Dealer Cardinal Office 
Products Joins AOPD
The American Office Products Distrib-
utors national and regional accounts 
dealer network (AOPD) last month 

announced the addition to the group 
of Cardinal Office Products in Frank-
fort, Kentucky, with a branch office in 
Lawrenceburg, Indiana. 

“On behalf of the AOPD board of 
directors and staff I want to welcome 
Cardinal Office Products to the AOPD 
family,” stated Mark Leazer, AOPD’s 
executive director. “Cardinal covers 
almost all of Kentucky and will fill 
some coverage gaps for us. We are 
looking forward to working with Kirk 
Ramsdale and his team to expand 
AOPD service and to help each other 
grow our businesses.”

Indiana Furniture Names 
Paula Schmidt as New Di-
rector of Marketing
Jasper, Indiana-based Indiana Fur-
niture last month announced Paula 
Schmidt has joined the company as 
its new director of marketing. 

Most recently, Schmidt served as 
director of marketing for Paoli Office 
Furniture. She also spent over 10 
years at Kimball International, working 
as a market research manager for 
National Office Furniture and, more 
recently, as the director of market 
communications for Kimball Office.

“Paula’s background in customer 
experience, branding, and commu-
nications provides Indiana Furniture 
with the tools necessary to further 
strengthen our position in the office 
furniture industry,” said Mike 
Blessinger, VP of sales and market-
ing. “Paula’s experience will add 
invaluable insight into developing 
strategies and creating a cohesive 
brand for our broad network of part-
ners and customers.”

Office Depot Acquires San-
dia Office Supply
Office Depot has acquired Albuquer-
que-based independent Sandia Office 
Supply. The deal, which was first re-
ported by the OPI.net website, follows 
the Florida big box’s acquisition last 
October of Complete Office Solutions.

Sandia is thought to have annual 
sales of around $50 million, accord-
ing to OPI and also has locations in 
Oklahoma after acquiring Tulsa-based 
dealer Admiral Express a couple of 
years ago.

Office Depot will maintain the San-
dia brand and operate it as a sepa-
rate entity within its Business Solutions 
Division, OPI said.

TX Dealer Perry Office Plus 
Joins Pinnacle
Temple, Texas-based Perry Office 
Plus has joined the Pinnacle Affiliates 
large dealer group.

“Our team is excited to join the 
dealers within Pinnacle,” commented 
Perry president Harry Macey. “With 
all the factors affecting our industry 
today, we believe it’s critical that the 
independent dealer community works 
closely together, sharing best practic-
es and capitalizing on opportunities, 
to continue to grow and thrive.” 

Said Pinnacle chairman Bruce Ea-
ton, “We are pleased to welcome Per-
ry Office Plus to the Pinnacle team of 
independents. Our value to members 
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FOCAL™ COLLISION TABLE
• THE ONE COLLISION YOU SHOUDLN'T AVOID •
The Focal™ Col l is ion Table is  the perfect solut ion for any group who loves 

on-the-fly meetings,  col laboration or versati le touchdown spaces.  With 

discreet hooks for Focal™ Mogo Seats,  this table is  great for standing, 

perching and every movement in between. . .  making it  easy for comfort 

and col laboration to col l ide. 

http://www.mayline.com
http://www.safcoproducts.com
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goes beyond just buying products at 
the best value as we continue working 
on finding bests practices among our 
membership and sharing those best 
practices in a cost-effective way. 

“Additionally, giving our preferred 
suppliers the ability to sell their brand 
to the many consumers we touch 
every day creates rewards for all. 
Perry Office Plus does all of that in 
Central Texas and we are anxious to 
have them on board and share how 
they successfully compete in the mar-
kets they serve.”

Shachihata USA Featured 
on ‘World’s Greatest!’  
TV Series
Shachihata USA, parent company of 
Xstamper brand products, has been 
selected by production company 
How2Media to be part of its “World’s 
Greatest!...” television series.

“World’s Greatest!...” is a thirty-min-
ute show dedicated to highlighting 
the world’s greatest companies, 
products, places and people. Each 
show features behind the scenes 
footage and informative interviews on 
featured companies.

As part of the show, How2Media 
sent a film crew to spend time at the 
company’s factory facilities in Lake-
wood, New Jersey, to find out the 
“story behind the story”: and show 
viewers why Xstamper was featured 
on the show.

The segment is now available for 
viewing on YouTube, Vimeo and at 
www.xstamper.net. The complete 
episode (# 251) is also  
available at www.How2Media.tv.

New from AIS
Office furniture and seating manufac-
turer AIS has introduced three new 
products: Volker cubes and nesting 
tables, the Devens task chair and LB 
Lounge seating. 

Volker cubes are designed to 

address a variety of applications that 
includes impromptu gatherings in the 
office, as guest seating in worksta-
tions, in schools and other learning 
environments, and in casual waiting 
areas. The 18-inch, fully upholstered 
cubes on casters roll where users 
need them to go. 

The accompanying square-shaped 
stationary table doubles as a work 
surface for collaboration and as an 
“anchor spot” to stow the cubes when 
not in use.

The Devens task chair features a 
weight-activated synchro-tilt mech-
anism and comes standard with 
additional ergonomic features such 
as pneumatic seat-height adjustment, 
2-inch seat-depth adjustment and 
adjustable lumbar support. The chair 
has been designed to comfortably ac-
commodate 95 percent of the diverse 
worker population, AIS said.

LB Lounge seating by AIS is  
designed for use in corporate, health-

care and educational environments. 
Available in two- and three-seat con-
figurations with multiple widths and 
back heights, LB Lounge is scaled to 
integrate with Calibrate, Matrix, Divi 
and other AIS product lines.

For more info visit www.ais-inc.com.

Volker cubes  
and nesting tables

LB Lounge seating

AIS Devens 
task chair

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qmjlGd4zzk
https://vimeo.com/249539021
http://www.xstamper.net
http://worldsgreatesttelevision.com/how2media-presents-worlds-greatest-episode-251/
http://www.ais-inc.com
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In the medical field, your customers need 
reliability, because seconds count. Our STEEL 
pens have superior performance and work as 
hard as your customers do.

HEALTHCARE

FOOD & BEVERAGE

The last thing your customer wants is a plant 
shutdown. The last thing you want is a 
shutdown caused by the plastic pen you sold. 
Zebra’s new All-Metal stainless steel pen will 
help you and your customer sleep easily.

Your customers know their craft inside out. So 
do we. When they need a reliable pen, they 
count on the original STEEL brand to get the 
job done every hour of their shift.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

EVERYDAY OFFICE

Your customers are surrounded by the same 
boring pen at work. The premium stainless 
steel barrel o�ers a high end look at great 
value, helping them stand out from the pack.

Zebra’s full line of STEEL branded writing instruments is designed for the task at hand. Whether 

your customer is in the high rise downtown or your town's industrial park, STEEL is rugged enough 

to withstand challenging environments, and yet stylish enough to complement any professional.

www.zebrapen.com

Long cap o� time!• UP TO

5DAYS Bullet point, refillable• Writes on metal, glass, plastic, and more!•Stainless Steel Permanent Marker

N E W  T H I S  S P R I N G !

For more information about the STEEL family of solutions, visit us at zebrapen.com

http://www.zebrapen.com
http://www.zebrapen.com
http://www.zebrapen.com
http://www.zebrapen.com
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In Memoriam:  
KOGCO Founder  
Kevin O’Gara
Kevin O’Gara, founder of KOGCO, 
the precursor to the Highlands man-
ufacturer rep group, died March 11. 
He was 82.

An Atlanta native, Kevin’s first foray 
into entrepreneurship was breeding 
and selling rabbits as a 12-year-old 
in the tony Buckhead area of Atlan-
ta. Once he graduated from Emory 
University, he started working in the 
world of office supplies, where he 
stayed for his entire business career. 

After a stint in Philadelphia with 
Acco, he started KOGCO in 1962 
and grew it to become the largest 
office supply rep group in the South-
east. He retired in 1995.

“Any success Highlands has 

achieved would not have happened 
without the foundational work my 
father did over thirty years from 1962 
until 1995,” said Highlands CEO 
Bob O’Gara. “He was a great busi-
ness person but also a great mentor 
to many. All of us who were lucky 
enough to work with him will carry 
some part of him with us for the rest 
of our lives. For many, this will be the 
best part.”

Kevin is survived by his wife of 
20 years Candy, sons Kevin Jr, and 
Bob, daughter Nancy, and 13 grand-
children and step- 
grandchildren.

In lieu of flowers, the family asks 
thatmemorial contributions be made 
to Kevin O’Gara Memorial at City of 
Hope-National Business Products In-
dustry, Attn.: Matt Dodd, 1500 E. 
Duarte Road, Duarte, CA 91010.

http://www.logicblock.com
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ID: Many of our readers will be familiar with the Victor brand, 
but may not know a great deal of detail. Can you chart the 
company’s early history for us? 
Jordan Feiger: The Victor Adding Machine Company 
was founded in Chicago in 1918. At that time the very first 
adding machines had been invented, but they were large, 
expensive devices that only wealthy businesses could afford. 
Victor’s vision was to make them more durable, portable and 
affordable for small businesses – helping to free them from the 
time-consuming and error-prone accounting methods using 
handwritten math. 
Over time Victor expanded the functionality of its devices 
beyond simple addition and subtraction and by 1947 it 
had become the world’s largest manufacturer of adding 
machines. In the second half of the 20th century it would play 
a leading role in the development of electronic displays and 
handheld calculators. 

ID: And what have been Victor’s major milestones in 
recent times?
JF: In 2006, the company was acquired by John Ringlein and 
myself as President and CEO, respectively. Victor then began 
to expand its calculator business with innovative products such 
as the Victor 1310 Big Print and the PL8000 Printing Calculator. 
It was also the first U.S. company to launch calculators made 
with recycled plastic and antimicrobial protection. In 2015, we 
took over the North and Latin American distribution of the Sharp 
brand of calculators, thereby becoming the largest business 
calculator company in North America.  
Over the past few years the company has entered other OP 
categories with the acquisition of KORR plastic desktop 
accessories and the introduction of its Midnight Black 
Collection of premium wood desktop accessories and the 
patented EZ-Read Ruler. In 2014, Victor expanded into the 
standing desk category and continues to lead the way in 
innovative products in that segment, with the launch this year 
of models such as the DC450 Electric Dual-Monitor Standing 
Desk and the DCX760 Height-Adjustable Standing Desk.

VICTOR TECHNOLOGY IS CELEBRATING 
ITS 100TH ANNIVERSARY THIS YEAR. 
WIDELY REGARDED AS A LEADING 

SUPPLIER OF CALCULATOR PRODUCTS 
ACROSS NORTH AMERICA, THE COMPANY 

SELLS A VARIETY OF OTHER OFFICE 
PRODUCTS THROUGH INDEPENDENT 

DEALERS. WE SPOKE TO VICTOR’S 
PRESIDENT JOHN RINGLEIN AND CEO 

JORDAN FEIGER ABOUT THE COMPANY’S 
HISTORY, STRATEGY AND FUTURE PLANS

A CENTURY  
OF SUCCESS

ID: What makes Victor an iconic American brand that 
people care about? 
John Ringlein: The Victor brand is the embodiment of 
American ingenuity, durability, quality and style. Between 
1920 and the early 1980s there were no personal computers 
available to crunch numbers, and companies used 
adding machines and printing calculators to manage their 
financial transactions. Victor was the most popular brand 
for decades. We’ve heard dozens of people tell stories of 
their grandparents’ love for Victor adding machines. And 
still thousands of vintage machines can be found in offices, 
garages, closets and museums all over the country. Victor 
was a big part of the growth of America – our products were 
workhorses for companies big and small.

ID: Why do you think resellers and independent dealers in 
particular are keen to work with you? 
JR: Victor is the only calculator company that sells directly to 
independent dealers. Our relationships with buying groups 
such as DPCG, Office Partners, TriMega and Independent 
Stationers go back to their founding days. Our minimum 
for prepaid freight is only $300 and dealers can order in 
any quantity they like. We also drop-ship our standing desk 
products for dealers. 
We have an exceptional customer service team located 
at our office in Bolingbrook. Independent dealers 
really appreciate our flexibility and support, 
and our marketing staff works with 
them directly to create custom 
flyers, email blasts and 
web banners.

ID: Who do you 
see as your main 
end-user target 
audience and how 
has that changed 
over the past 100 years?

Model  200 -  
The 1920s machine 
that made Victor an 

established brand

ADVERTORIAL

Victor’s 
best-selling 

printing calculator, 
the 1240-3A

ADVERTORIAL
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JR: While our products are designed and marketed to 
the demanding business consumer, Victor’s main target 
audience is quite broad. People often assume that printing 
calculators are targeted at accountants, but this isn’t true. 
Clerks, bookkeepers, cashiers, managers, purchasing agents 
and many other office workers all continue to use printing 
calculators. We also provide scientific calculators, pocket 
calculators and desktop calculators—almost every person 
has owned one of these at some time in their life. Our desk 
accessories and standing desks are targeted at anyone 
with an office, including businesses, schools, government 
departments, manufacturing, healthcare, etc.
JF: While many things have changed over the past 100 years, 
Victor’s commitment to high standards of quality, customer 
support and the introduction of innovative features has been 
its consistent ethos. 

ID: How would you best describe your current go-to 
market strategy? 
JR: Victor’s primary method of selling product is through 
resellers. This includes our core of independent dealers as well 
as large contract companies—Essendant and S.P. Richards do 
a great job of giving our products exposure through thousands 
of companies. In the past decade our business has shifted to 
larger resellers due to consolidation, with Amazon in particular 
having grown quickly for us over the past five years.

ID: Which have been the most efficient sales and 
marketing tools for you? How much of a role does social 
media play compared to more traditional methods?
JR: The most efficient approach for marketing calculators and 
desktop accessories is to make sure resellers offer our full 
line together with the excellent additional content, images and 
videos that we provide. For standing desk items, we’ve had 
success with YouTube videos that showcase our products 
and compare their features with those of our competitors.
JF: Delivering our brand message directly to end users is 
becoming an increasingly important and necessary element 
of our marketing strategy. Consequently, social media and 
online advertising have become an integral part of this.  

ID: What are the main trends you see across the product 
ranges the company sells? 
JF: The calculator industry is strong and stable. Business 
calculators continue to be in high demand as there are few 
alternatives which can efficiently and accurately add multiple 
numbers quickly, and we continue to launch new products 
each year. Our other business segments are experiencing 
rapid industry and segment growth, especially our standing 
desk line—we’ve launched another three innovative products 
this year and all have been well received by our resellers and 
the end-user community.

ID: As you celebrate your 100th anniversary, what’s your 
present focus and where are you headed in the future?
JF: The immediate focus is on developing new, innovative 
product categories which will provide great value and delight 
our business customers. Currently, that means expanding our 
standing desk line to better establish ourselves in this rapidly 
growing product category. Looking towards the future, we are 
always open to new product ideas.

JR: Over the next 100 years Victor will continue to be a 
calculator company. This is our foundation, this is what we 
do and as the category slowly consolidates Victor will be 
the last one standing. However, at the same time we will 
continue to expand into other categories through organic 
growth, partnerships and acquisitions. As a company we 
pride ourselves on having the flexibility and mindset to take 
advantage of any opportunities that come our way.

The DCX760 Height 
Adjustable Standing Desk

“VICTOR WAS A BIG PART OF 
THE GROWTH OF AMERICA – OUR 
PRODUCTS WERE WORKHORSES 
FOR COMPANIES BIG AND SMALL.”

ADVERTORIAL

The DC450 Electric Dual 
Monitor Standing Desk
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Is GSA’s New Online 
Marketplace Solution a 
Front for Amazon?
By Paul Miller

When H.R. 2511 was introduced in 2017, 
it would not have been at all unreasonable 
to ask that question about the bill, given 
the original text. But for the final bill, 
signed into law by President Trump, that 
characterization can no longer apply.

NOPA opposed H.R. 2511 because 
the original bill text gave the impression 
that the new marketplace was being 
designed with Amazon in mind. 
However, thanks to pressure from 
NOPA and a number of other industry 
groups, the bill went through major 
changes since its introduction with the 
result that it has gone from an Amazon 
giveaway to a marketplace that offers 
our industry real opportunities.

Today, NOPA is cautiously optimistic 
about what this new online marketplace 
could mean for independent dealers and 
their trading partners. At the same time, 
we continue to work overtime, meeting 
with GSA and other government agencies 
on solutions that not only guarantee 
independent dealers a real platform on 
which to compete, but one which we hope 
will provide the industry a continued seat 
at the table even after implementation. 

One hard lesson we learned from 
Federal Strategic Sourcing is that no 
matter how good your solutions are, they 
only matter if you have a real seat at the 
table. We believe with this initiative we 
have that seat and are being heard. 

When President Trump signed the 
FY’18 National Defense Reauthorization 
Act in December 2017, it started the clock 
ticking on implementation of the new 
online marketplace. 

Last month, GSA submitted its Phase 
One implementation plan guidance 
document to Congress. At first glance, 
there is nothing there we didn’t expect 
or that has us doubting the process or 
GSA’s intent. At the same time, though 

there are still a lot of unknowns which will 
have to be addressed during Phase Two 
and NOPA is already working with GSA 
on some of those issues. 

Highlights from the Phase One  
report include:
• Treatment of commercial terms and 

conditions. Amazon, Overstock.
com and Staples continue to push 
the government to move solely to 
commercial terms and conditions, while 
NOPA, other trade groups, those in the 
disability community and businesses 
are urging caution on this idea. NOPA 
believes GSA could likely do away with 
some of the more onerous government 
terms and conditions and move closer 
to those used in the commercial market, 
but the association has urged GSA to 
continue the requirements that small 
business goals, FAR and AbilityOne 
requirements be part of any terms 
and conditions used by these new 
marketplaces. Failing to do so would 
create a ‘wild west’ buying experience 
that would drive costs up and reputable 
resellers out of the market altogether.

• In its recommendations, GSA is asking 
Congress to implement additional 
legislative changes to help simplify and 
streamline the commercial off the shelf 
buying experience. These include:

o Increasing the micro-purchase 
threshold from $5,000 for the Dept. 
of Defense and $10,000 for civilian 
agencies to $25,000 for purchases 
through GSA’s approved portals. This 
represents a potential opportunity 
for our members, but it also could 
possibly become a loophole to drive 
large purchases to large corporate 
companies, thereby bypassing our 
small businesses.
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o Revising the statutory definitions of 
the commercial e-commerce portal 
to ensure that GSA can include a 
variety of electronic procurement 
business models while enabling 
a more dynamic and competitive 
marketplace environment. NOPA 
sees this as a positive step and one 
which could offer the industry a real 
opportunity to provide a solution 
that would meet the goals set by 
Congress and GSA.

o Amending the application 
of statutory competition 
requirements to include the 
procedures established by the 
GSA Administrator for purchasing 
through commercial e-commerce 
portals. 

o Increasing GSA’s flexibility when 
awarding contracts for commercial 
e-commerce portals. NOPA is 
following this issue very closely. 
It could mean new opportunity for 
the industry, but it could also open 
the door to “non-standard” open 
competition processes.

• In its report, GSA identified several 
issues highlighted by industry as 
important. They include:

o Regulation balance;
o Compliance – i.e. adhering to FAR 

and AbilityOne requirements;
o Product value versus simply pricing;
o Transparency – marketplace must be 

transparent and open to all resellers;
o Implementation – GSA should offer 

access to multiple e-marketplaces 
with a phased-in approach;

o Security – protections must be in 
place to ensure against supply chain 
risks (cyberattacks and counterfeit 
items); and

o Transition Planning – GSA will need 
to execute a comprehensive change 
management strategy that clearly 
communicates the value of this 
initiative to both new and existing 
suppliers and documents the roles 
and responsibilities of those involved.

• GSA has identified three provider 
models it will be considering.  

They include:
o E-Commerce Model – Product vendors 

that leverage an online platform to sell 
their own products.

o E-Marketplace Model – Online 
marketplace that connects buyers 
with the portal provider’s products, 
third-party vendors, or both.

o E-Procurement Model – 
Software-as-a-service model 
managed by the buying organization, 
often with workflows connecting the 
internal procurement organizations to 
financial systems.

This is a snapshot of the report GSA 
submitted to Congress. The full report 
can be found on NOPA’s website at 
www.nopanet.org. 

Now that Phase One is complete, GSA 
will move into Phase Two, focusing on 
market research and consultation with 
industry and agencies. Phase Two is 
expected to take one year to complete 
and during that time, NOPA will continue 
its efforts and plans to meet with GSA 
as needed, to discuss the solutions 
and concerns it has with the potential 
marketplaces being developed. That 
consultation will include ideas and 
solutions we get from you on how to best 
position this phase.

Certainly, there is still a lot of work to 
be done. But based on where we are in 
the process, no one should consider this 
an Amazon giveaway. Don’t think we are 
naïve enough to believe Amazon and 
others won’t be pushing aggressively to 
gain control of this marketplace but you 
can rest assured NOPA and our allies will 
continue to implement action plans for 
our own solution. 

So far, we have succeeded and that 
is a credit to NOPA’s leadership, its 
members and industry partners, all 
of whom have come together behind 
a common effort to find a proven 
solution that works. NOPA also wants 
to credit GSA for their willingness to 
listen to industry and make changes 
based on those conversations. NOPA 
also wants to applaud GSA chairman 
Mac Thornberry (R-TX), who initially 

introduced H.R. 2511, for meeting with 
us and listening to our concerns. 

NOPA has had an impact and that 
is evident in the final legislation, in the 
report GSA has just issued and in the 
follow-up conversations NOPA has had 
with chairman Thornberry and his team.

At the same time, we are certainly 
not taking our foot off the gas. Phase 
Two is where the heavy lifting will 
take place and we have already 
begun implementing our own action 
plan. Success in Phase Two will 
depend on NOPA working closely 
with our members, to ensure the final 
GSA solution offers our industry the 
opportunities to compete in a way that 
will not provide any one platform with 
access to critical data that could be 
used to compete against us.

We are entering a new era in the 
way we do business with government. 
These customers want the same 
buying experience they have found 
in their personal lives and in the 
commercial market. The big question, 
for both government buyers and 
resellers, is how to access that online 
experience at a competitive price. 

Already, studies have shown the 
prices the government pays online may 
not necessarily be lower. This has to be 
a serious consideration for GSA as they 
pursue any new online marketplace. 

NOPA believes it can help provide a 
solution that gives government buyers 
the online experience they want at 
the price points they need, while also 
providing resellers with the competitive 
opportunities they crave. 

This is what we’re doing at the f]
ederal level. We are also aware of your 
battles with Amazon at local and state 
level and working on several layers 
of solutions that will help you keep 
the business you have and compete 
successfully for new opportunities that 
Amazon may be targeting. 

Stay involved and stay active! 

Paul Miller is director of advocacy and 
regulatory affairs for NOPA.

http://www.nopanet.org
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Almost every business is a prospect for ad 
specialties and custom products, making them solid 

categories to explore to boost success. 
By Michael Chazin
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A Complicated Business
Perhaps no other add-on categories 
demands attention from a specialist 
the way that ad specialties and 
custom products do. Orders are 
complicated. They require a lot 
of up-front information, continual 
follow-up, setups, approvals—the list 
goes on and on. “Supply reps are able 
to start the customer interaction, but 
the specialist typically closes it,” says 
Natasha Seacrest, office products 
manager at Eakes Office Solutions, 
Grand Island, Nebraska. 

Ad specialties is a long-standing 
product category at Eakes having 
grown out of business forms and 

specialty printing. Frequently, the ad 
specialty buyer is not the same as 
the office products buyer. “You might 
be targeting the marketing person or 
human resources for ad specialties,” 
Seacrest says, “and the sales cycle 
is often longer.” Once the account is 
established it is often easier to keep, 
she adds, as the thought of going 
through the setup process all over 
again deters many buyers from making 
a change.

Different As Night and Day
If that sounds unlike buyers of office 
products, who are often as fickle as 
teenagers, it is one of many differences 
that makes these two sectors unique. 
Sam Kabert, president of ValueBP 
Marketing Group, Morgan Hill, 
California, suggests that selling ad 
specialties (often referred to as swag), 
can be easier than selling office 
products. ValueBP Marketing Group is 
the separate ad specialties company 
created by Kabert’s office products 
dealership, Value Business Products. 

“In my experience with office 
supplies there’s no reason for 
someone to make a switch; they can 
keep on postponing that first order,” 
says Kabert. Swag, on the other hand, 
is often tied to specific events with a 
specific date and that means clients 
don’t have unlimited time to make a 
decision. Kabert tells them he needs 
their approval by a certain date so they 
don’t have to expedite shipping. “That 
resonates with people,” he says.

Integrity Business Solutions, 
Virginia Beach, Virginia, started out 
in 1996 as a printing company and 
added promotional products in 2002. 
Office products were added to the 
mix in 2010. Tom Hardee, president, 
says that selling office products and 
ad specialties is as different as night 
and day. 

“A business buys office and janitorial 
supplies for its own consumption, 
whereas promotional products are 
used by businesses to support their 

brand; they’re marketing tools,” he 
points out. “They provide a way for a 
company to brand itself and keep its 
brand consistent.” Businesses can 
also use promotional products with 
internal customers – their employees. 
Ad specialties are seen as a marketing 
expense, he adds, and sometimes 
their purchase comes out of a 
marketing budget.

Selling ad specialties is more 
hands-on than selling office products. 
Once a salesperson places an order 
for office products, she has little more 
to do with it unless there is a backorder 
issue or a delivery update. “Ad 
specialties require a lot more legwork,” 
says Halley Patten, advertising services 
director at Pay-LESS Office Products, 
Omaha, Nebraska. 

On the office supply side, placing 
the order for the most part is relatively 

Tumbler Deluxe Golf Kit
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Port Authority Polo
K500

Horizons Award
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60" Arc Golf Umbrella
4021

Save 25% Off  Your First Order »
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routine. There are lot more moving 
parts with ad specialties. “You’re 
dealing with artwork, which a 
majority of the time customers don’t 
have,” says Patten. On top of that, 
sometimes multiple approvals have to 
be obtained.  The process demands 
that someone keep track of setup 
details and charges, production 
times, shipping charges as well as a 
slew of other minutiae. 

Take Care of Customers
Even with a specialist on staff it is 
a good idea to work off a checklist 
that covers all details, suggests 
Kabert. “Make sure you have the 
right lead time, make sure you know 
the decoration method and check 
the artwork with the factory before 
you tell the client you can do it,” says 
Kabert. Some artwork can be difficult 
to print and the right format, usually AI 
or EPS files, are required. “When you 

get one of those files, be sure to open 
it because if it isn’t saved in ‘outlines’ 
the project could be delayed after you 
already told the client everything was 
on track,” he warns.

Swag Buying Habits of 
Professional Services 
January 2018 research from the Advertising 
Specialty Institute looks at what promotional 
products professional services buy. Professional 
services include doctors, lawyers, accountants 
and similar occupations. 

Professional services on average spend 
20 percent of the marketing budget on ad 
specialties.

Professional services firms give away 92% of 
the promo products they order

How far in advance of needing them do you 
order promo products
l 13% less than one month
l 32% one month
l 24% two months
l 15% three months
l 17% four months or more 

74% buy from a firm that supplies promo 
product directly such as an online retailer 
while 33% work with a distributor to buy items.

76% prefer to buy U.S.-made promo products

Top promo products purchased: writing 
instruments, drinkware, bags, T-shirts, desk 
accessories/polo shirts (tie)

Top uses for promo products
l self promo/marketing giveaway
l client gifts
l trade show giveaways
l company events
l employee uniforms/employee gifts (tie)

70% would pay more for promo products

57% prefer to purchase environmentally 
friendly items

44% think promo products offer good ROI

What is more important—price or quality?
l 32% price
l 23% quality
l 45% equally important

Do you consider product safety when buying 
promo items? 
l 65% yes
l 22% indifferent
l 13% no

»
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A Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business – Marking Products Since 1887

Set yourself apart from the pack. 
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What Sells 
“There’s always the need for pens, 
tumblers, water bottles—that type of 
thing,” says Roland. Apparel sales 
account for a large portion of the 
business and range from shirts, fleeces 
and hoodies to jackets in cold weather. 
Baseball caps are always in demand.

Promotional products can be 
extremely competitive. “To build a long 
term relationship with customers it’s 
essential to think creatively.” Roland 
adds. She tries to show her clients 
items that are different, unconventional 
and that come with a high perceived 
value in terms of quality yet are still 
within the client’s budget. “It is about 
them, the customer, having success,” 
says Roland. “When they win, we win.”

Right now, she reports, tech products 
are extremely popular. Items such as 
power packs for phones, earbuds, 
jump drives and cell phone stands are 
all healthy sellers. “Buyers tend to go 
for products like this these days rather 

than pens,” says Seacrest. One of her 
customers was handing out free pens 
and was told by a millennial that she no 
longer used them.

Pay-LESS does a lot of ad specialty 
business with apparel, drinkware, 
bags and technology items. 
“Calendars and printed materials 
are trending down,” says Patten. 
“Technology has allowed us to move 
to computers and mobile devices 
to track our work day. This has also 
increased the trend towards selling 
more branded tech items.” 

Automotive retailers are one group 
of businesses that tend to use a lot of 
ad specialty products, reports Nailor. 
“Some sales reps get a budget to buy 
customized items that have their name 
and cell phone number on them,” says 
Nailor. Dealers tend to use key chains, 
USB drives and water bottles that they 
give away with new car purchases, he 
says. Usually the general manager or 
his assistant is the buyer, he adds.

While doing R&D we discovered that the addition 
of salt into an experimental rubber compound 
resulted in the development of our proprietary 
salt-leached rubber. This allowed us to develop 
the world’s first pre-inked stamp, the Xstamper®.

Recognized in over 80 countries for unsur-
passed quality and innovation, we stand behind 
every Xstamper® with a lifetime guarantee. 

Our precision laser-cut proprietary rubber 
results in sharp, crisp impressions every time.

The pre-inked Xstamper® eliminates the messy 
stamp pads used in inferior self-inking stamps.

Each Xstamper® is hand-crafted and tested by 
experienced stamp-makers.

Offer your customers the best, contact your 
Xstamper® sales representative today.

www.xstamper.net 

As Featured on 

Every office supplies customer is 
a potential prospect for promotional 
products. “The easiest way to grow 
is to take a relationship you already 
have and expand from that,” says 
Chris Nailor, chief sales executive 
at R&R Office Solutions, Richmond, 
Virginia. That process starts by looking 
at existing accounts and asking 
them where they currently buy their 
promotional items. “Once we have that 
information we tell them we’ll give them 
a better price and a faster turnaround 
time,” says Nailor. “Of course, keeping 
production in the United States helps.” 

Typically, ad specialty buyers are 
already customers of ImpactOffice, 
Beltsville, Maryland. Located just 
outside the nation’s capital, Impact 
finds one of the biggest verticals for ad 
specialties is associations. “We do a 
lot of business with associations, law 
firms and accounting firms,” says Kathy 
Roland, manager promo products. 

»

http://www.xstamper.net
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administrator. It might also be a 
segment within a business. He points 
to a property management company 
that handles both commercial and 
residential real estate but only one 
division might require ad specialties. 
“So you may deal with somebody 
in one department and not sell 
promotional products across the 
board,” he says. 

“Event planners are great customers 
for ad specialties,” says Kabert. That 
might be people who actually carry 
that title or could just as easily be an 
executive assistant or office manager. 
Most every business uses some kind 
of promotional product. Kabert says 
that half his business is in apparel. 
“I don’t know if I sell to an account 
that doesn’t buy at least one piece of 
clothing—whether it’s a T-shirt, a jacket 
or hat,” he says. “It is a really good 
place to start.”

Marketing Ad Specialties
Any dealer seriously involved in ad 
specialty sales has something on 

its website that leads people to their 
promotional offerings. Many link to the 
Advertising Specialty Institute (ASI) 
to show a full array of promotional 
possibilities. Other dealers augment 
their web presence with other 
promotional efforts.

“I do a monthly flyer with all three 
product categories – printing, 
promotion and office products,” says 
Hardee. “My delivery driver drops it at 
his stops and we include it in all of the 
packages we ship.” He says there is a 

Creativity Drives  
Promo Sales 
The most effective ad specialty sales 
look at how customers plan to use 
the item and what that result might 
be. “So if it’s a car dealer they can 
give out lens cleaner to wipe the 
navigation display, or a tire gauge 
or a fancy cell phone holder,” says 
Tom Hardee, president, Integrity 
Business Solutions, Virginia Beach, 
Virginia. Those items generally stay 
in the car and the only ones who 
see them are the driver and the 
passenger in the front seat. 

Usually a husband and wife 
come in together to buy a car, and 
if you give them something to use 
in the kitchen the whole family, not 
to mention guests, will see it, says 
Hardee. In addition to license plate 
frames or something used in the 
automobile he suggests old-school 
items such as jar openers or bag 
clips. “The kids have looked at that 
bag clip for the past 10 years, who 
are they going to go to for their first 
used car?” he asks. 

“An even better example”, adds 
Hardee, “is if mom brings her car in 
for a oil change or tire rotation and 
has a car seat in the back. Imagine 
if when she gets back in the car later 
there is a stuffed animal in the car 
seat with a screen-print T-shirt with 
the car dealer’s logo on it. It touches 
at the heartstrings and has nothing 
to do with the automobile.” 

Who Is the Buyer?
When it comes to ad specialties there is 
no such thing as the typical customer. 
“In the world we are in right now, 
almost every business is interested 
in personalizing something,” says 
Seacrest. “Even a lawn care company 
wants to have hats and shirts.” 

With smaller accounts the buyer is 
usually the same person who buys 
office supplies. “When you get into 
mid-level accounts you’ll find they 
might have a marketing manager 
or you deal directly with the owner,” 
says Patten. With still larger accounts, 
safety directors and HR directors join 
the mix as purchasers of branded 
items. “Safety is huge and much of the 
time people forget to contact safety 
directors,” she says. In addition to 
safety awards they also buy imprinted 
personal protective equipment such as 
hi-vis vests and hard hats.

“In a company where staff have a 
number of different roles, it could be 
a couple of people,” says Hardee. 
It might be an office manager or »

https://www.asicentral.com/ 
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constant effort to educate clients that 
all three categories are available from 
the firm. 

Eakes also sends out monthly emails 
on promotional products. The blasts 
get opened about 20 percent of the 
time and an associated promotional 
products flyer is used by salespeople 
to both educate and focus the 
customer’s attention, says Seacrest. 

“We send out gifts with purchase,” 
says Patten. “If they purchase office 
supplies we send out a promotional 
item that says, ‘If you love this product, 
you can get it branded with your 
information from Pay-LESS.’”

Giveaways tend to be seasonal so 
for the spring they might include tote 
bags, coolers and umbrellas. There 
might be a pen or a flash drive included 
with an order as a reminder that these 
products are also available.

“We also do engaging giveaways 
on social media with higher-end 

items,” says Patten. A $30 Nike gift 
bag is a good example. “We used 
the bag to capture attention and get 
people to follow us with the possibility 
of winning.” 

Promotions that focus on ad 
specialties are particularly necessary 
when the longer selling cycle is taken 
into consideration. “A customer could 
have a golf outing in the spring and 
may not do another promotional project 
until the winter when they do holiday 
gifts,” says Patten. Because the selling 
cycle is so much longer and frequently 
requires more detail, it’s important to 
stay in touch with clients on a regular 
basis, she points out. 

How to Find Suppliers
Finding the best suppliers to work 
with for custom items and promotional 
products is an ongoing challenge. 
Roland has a list of go-to sources that 
she uses on a regular basis. When 

there is a request for a different or 
unusual item she will search for it. 
“Basically it is a lot of searching, a 
lot of research and trying to find the 
best product to fit what the customer 
is looking for,” she says. Whenever 
possible she tries to get samples. 
“Samples are important for customers 
to look at, touch and see.”

Occasionally she will get a 
near-impossible request, but knowing 
her suppliers allows Roland to handle 
these time-sensitive demands. “I will 
get a call on Thursday and they need 
something printed by Tuesday.” She 
knows her suppliers and has sources 
that produce such orders overnight 
on a regular basis. “We make it work,” 
she says. 

Kabert points to peer-to-peer groups 
as great resources to use when 
searching for suppliers. He regularly 
checks out Promotional Products 
Professionals, a closed group on »

https://en-gb.facebook.com/OPWIL/
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Facebook with more than 6,000 
members. “Every single day people 
ask for help and recommendations on 
suppliers they have used,” he says. 

If he needs help beyond that he 
has friends in the industry he asks for 
recommendations. “But when you are 
starting out, begin with the basics,” he 
says. If dealers want to sell apparel 
he suggests they look at the online 
wholesaler SanMar, which is one of 
the largest clothing suppliers. 

“They have everything from lowest 
price to high-grade items, so start 
there for clothing,” he suggests. 

For more general promotional 
items—from key chains to 
water bottles and everything in 
between—Kabert suggests that 
dealers search online for a company 
called Hit Promotional Products. If a 
dealer is just getting started with ad 
specialties, it’s going to take a little 

time to understand 
which suppliers are the 
best for which items. 
“I recommend starting 
with a spreadsheet 
that lists the suppliers 
and the product 
categories they offer.”

Hardee suggests 
that dealers partner 
with ad specialty 
suppliers that 
are strategic and 
regionally located. 
“Clients are famous 
for waiting to the 
last minute and 
needing something 
in one or two 
days,” he says. He 
regularly uses East 
Coast suppliers 
who can deliver 
items in one day. 
“And I don’t buy 
on price,” he 

says. “You can buy the same pen 
from 15 different suppliers at 15 
different prices, but you need to align 
yourself with suppliers who are going 
to take care of you.” 

He works at keeping advertising 
specialty customers satisfied 
and talks about the importance of 
perceived value. “Give them a pen 
that costs $2, and they might think 
it is a $6 or $7 item,” says Hardee. 
When perceived value is greater than 
the actual cost people tend to want 
to hang on to the item. “Give them 
a cheap pen and they don’t care if 
they lose it,” he says. “But give them 
a pen with perceived value and they 
become territorial.”

Eakes often will leverage its 
buying group to uncover the best 
vendors. “Often it comes down to 
which vendors want to work with you 
and have the best materials,” says 
Seacrest. “It helps when they have 
good marketing materials that we  
can utilize.”

 
Don’t Miss Out
Selling ad specialties provides 
independent resellers with the 
opportunity to participate in a market 
with unlimited potential. “With 
everything that is going on in office 
products, it’s good to remember that 
this category has a lot of potential 
for growth and good margins,” says 
Seacrest. “We need to be sure we don’t 
forget about it.” 

Ad specialties account for roughly 
five percent of total sales at Eakes and 
most recently has been growing at a 
15 percent rate. That rate may not be 
sustainable over the long term, adds 
Seacrest, but it indicates the available 
potential for dealers willing to make the 
commitment to sell ad specialties.

Michael Chazin is a freelance writer 
specializing in business topics, who has  
written about the office supply business 
for more than 15 years. He can be 
reached at mchazin503@comcast.net.

mailto:mchazin503%40comcast.net.?subject=
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HOPE
For more than three decades, City of Hope’s National 
Business Products Industry has raised more than 
$175 million toward lifesaving cancer and diabetes  
research at City of Hope.
The 2018 Generations for Hope campaign honoring Rick 
Toppin of S.P. Richards Co. recognizes the individuals and 
families that have spanned across generations in the office 
products industry — people like Skip Ireland of COS whose 
career in the industry started 41 years ago. “I had worked 
with my dad in the business since I was 16. My brother Jim 
and I are third generation family members to run COS. Our grandfather founded COS in 1941.” 
Skip is also a two-time cancer survivor. “… last year, I was invited to join a group of independent dealers 
and tour City of Hope. It was truly an incredible experience. They are truly helping our families, employees, 
neighbors and our entire communities accomplish what we once thought was impossible.” 
For more information on the 2018 “Generations for Hope” campaign, visit cityofhope.org/nbpi. 

A circuit of can’t-miss events covers the National 
Business Products Industry’s calendar for 2018.  
Beginning in May with the annual Bob Parker 
Memorial Golf Classic hosted by 3M, dinner hosted 
by Staples. Commemorating one of the industry’s 
legendary icons, this year’s event takes you to 
Sea Island, Georgia, where you’ll stay at the  
award-winning  

five-star resort and play on the famed Seaside Course 
ranked among the top 100 courses in the country. For 
more information, visit CityofHope.org/nbpi.

Rick Toppin
2018 Spirit of Life® Honoree,
President and CEO,
S.P. Richards Co.

For more information, visit CityofHope.org/nbpi. 

Skip Ireland
President
COS Business Products  
& Interiors

U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S

MAY 14 TO 15
Bob Parker Memorial Golf Outing 

Sea Island, Georgia 

JULY 12 TO 15
3M Wonewok Escape  
Park Rapids, Minnesota

JULY 30 TO 31
Honoree Golf Outing  
Lake Oconee, Georgia

DINNER HOSTED BY

HOSTED BY

AND

HOSTED BY HOSTED BY

https://www.cityofhope.org/giving/corporate-and-foundation-giving/volunteer-fundraising-groups/national-business-products-industry
https://www.cityofhope.org/giving/corporate-and-foundation-giving/volunteer-fundraising-groups/national-business-products-industry
https://www.cityofhope.org/giving/corporate-and-foundation-giving/volunteer-fundraising-groups/national-business-products-industry
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At the risk of sounding old fashioned, I truly believe 
that today, perhaps more than ever, the secret of 
keeping good accounts is consistency, persistency and 
relationship building.

We hear a lot these days about how the new generation 
of buyers doesn’t want personal or even business 
relationships with their suppliers. 

That may be true if the supplier brings little or no value 
to the relationship or if the seller has failed to define the 
relationship in terms the prospect or client is asking for. 

Value, in many ways, is like beauty: They are both, 
to quote an old saying, very much in the eye of the 
beholder. And that makes it critical for any salesperson 
to make the effort, first of all to understand what value 
is and then create the value the prospect or client is 
looking for.

If we really want to maximize our opportunities—and 
if you don’t think there are still some outstanding sales 
opportunities in our industry, you need to get out more—
we need to look at each customer and prospect one 
individual at a time and commit to understanding what 
value each individual client is looking for. 

By Phil Barnette

And once we’ve accomplished that, we need to continue 
the consultative look into their business, create a value 
that is specific to them and then deliver on that value. 

Each client today demands that we treat them differently 
and we can only do that if we are willing to be persistent, 
consistent and separate ourselves from the pack.

We are all individuals but perhaps as sales associates, 
we fail to look at our prospects and clients as such. We 
treat them as if they are the position they hold, instead of 
treating them as the individual they are—with unique and 
very specific needs, likes, wants and personal feelings. 

Sometimes we even treat them as adversaries and don’t 
understand why they won’t stay with us. Perhaps, part of the 
solution is to understand them as a person instead of a position. 

What is it they are truly looking for in a supplier/
sales associate? How can you create a value that is 
customer-specific and deliver on that commitment day 
after day? 

So next time you hear “My client or prospect doesn’t 
want to have a relationship,” explain what the client is 
really saying: “I want a relationship, but I want one that’s 
defined by me, not you.” 
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NATIONAL OFFICE PRODUCTS ALLIANCE (NOPA) 
3601 East Joppa Road, Baltimore, MD 21234 n info@iopfda.org n 410-931-8100

DEFEND THE FUTURE  
OF THE INDEPENDENT DEALER INDUSTRY
At the 2018 Small Business Advocacy Fly-In 
JOIN US THIS YEAR as representatives 
from the National Office Products Alliance (NOPA) 
and the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance (OFDA) 
converge upon the nation’s capital to lobby on 
behalf of the industry’s needs. It places members 
directly across the table from their legislators 
and forces the lawmakers to hear the concerns 
of leading business operators in their districts. 
The event gives us an opportunity to play a role in 
shaping business friendly solutions. 

TUESDAY – WEDNESDAY 
May 15 – 16, 2018
WASHINGTON, D.C.

For registration, hotel, and fly-in information, visit 

www.nopanet.org.

TUESDAY, MAY 15
• Industry attendees will receive  

a legislative update from  
Paul Miller, NOPA Director  
of Small Business Advocacy  

• Attendee Dinner

WEDNESDAY, MAY 16
• Capitol Hill visits

• Lunch and Debrief

That relationship may be online, via text, via e-mail, via 
traditional face-to-face meetings or a combination thereof. That’s 
for you to find out and the goal is the same as it has always been: 
“Treat them as they want to be treated.”

The professional world of selling is changing but that’s not 
new. It has always been changing. But even today, I am not 
willing to accept that everyone only wants to go online and 
shop several suppliers prior to making a decision. I am 
also not naïve enough to believe we can secure all of 
the business. 

I do know, however, that if we find a created value 
that is specific to a client, if we consistently deliver 
on that created value and build a relationship with 
that client in the terms that they define, we may 
still sometimes lose a sale to an online supplier, 
but we should never lose an account.

Phil Barnette is vice president of sales and marketing for 
EVOS Business Solutions in Chandler, Arizona. Before joining 
EVOS, he spent more than 40 years in the industry as a sales 
and sales management coach/trainer/consultant, providing best in 
class sales and sales management training and development to the 
independent reseller community.  
Contact Phil at p.barnette@comcast.net.

mailto:p.barnette%40comcast.net?subject=
http://www.nopanet.org
mailto:info%40iopfda?subject=Enquiry%20from%20Independent%20Dealer%20April
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During my time in the industry, I have 
been mentored by some of the most 
inspirational and successful business 
leaders you could ever hope to find. 
Jeff Howard, my first boss, hired me 
into the industry and is still a good 
friend more than 25 years later. David 
Williamson, to whom I owe much in 
my career, gave me the chance at 
AT-A-GLANCE to do something I 
never thought possible: to work for 
a company where people mattered, 
the customers mattered and being 
profitable mattered. Other key figures 
have also shaped my journey: Jess 
Beim, Leo Meehan, Steve Schultz, 
Joe Templet, Jamie Fellowes, Sharon 
Avnet, Mike Rowsey, Jim Hebert, 
Barry Lane, Paul Ventimiglia and now 
Jim Ellward and Dave Garber. The list 
could go on…

That is one of the most important 
components of being an industry 

lifer—the men and 
women who have 
been here when 

it is not just a 
paycheck, but a 
commitment to 
a lifestyle. That 

lifestyle chimes 
with what I 
learned as a 
small boy: to 
treat others 
as you would 
want to be 
treated by 
them. Ours 

is still a 

relationship business and hopefully it 
will always be!

During my time, I have seen the 
industry as a whole and the IDC in 
particular face and many challenges, 
and, often quite remarkably, overcome 
most of them. It has rolled with the 
punches and reimagined itself 
wherever it could. So, I ask myself 
today, where does the IDC go next? If I 
really knew the answer to that question, 
I might have bought Apple stock at 
seven bucks a share back in the day… 
but for me, what it really boils down to is 
what I call the 4 Cs.

Continuity
When I started my career on a 
national basis, I worked for the Esselte 
Corporation as a regional manager. 
One of the first people I met was Bruce 
Eaton, owner of Eaton Office Supply 
in Amherst, New York. Bruce treated 
me very fairly and honestly. I listened 
and worked with our team to find a way 
to support the growth and direction 
of his business. Bruce is still there, he 
still runs the business and now has 
his daughter Andrea involved and 
continues to compete very successfully 
in his market.

There are a number of other 
independents in similar situations: 
Yancey Jones has his sons involved 
at the Supply Room, as does Thomas 
Jordan at Herald Office Solutions and 
Gary Ables at Ablesland. And I could 
give many more examples.

Unlike those “big box” businesses, 
where there was a revolving door of 

merchants, contacts and leaders, 
etc., the IDC has been fairly stable 
and many of the people who have 
run companies and worked for them 
25 years ago are still there today. 
That is truly something to celebrate! 
Where else do you see businesses 
that are independently owned and 
thriving? I’m not sure I would want to 
own an independent hardware store, 
electronics store, bookstore or toy store 
but OP independents have continued 
to reinvest, reinvent and create 
succession plans where they can and, 
as a result, many are thriving.

Change
David Williamson taught me many 
things and one that stood out was this: 
“The only constant I can promise you 
is change.” We are living in a world 
where change is coming at us at an 
accelerated rate. In all my years in the 
industry, the last three have moved 
faster than ever before. 

There has been change in the 
number of national contract players. 
Now there are only two, with potentially 

Thoughts from an  
IDC vendor veteran
By Bill Cardone

Bill Cardone is an industry lifer. For almost 30 years, he has traveled the 
length and breadth of the country, making life-long friends, closing deals 
and working for some of the most prestigious brands in the industry. 
He brings a unique perspective to the Independent Dealer Channel and 
we’re delighted that he’s willing to share it with us this month.
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a third in Amazon (which was not even 
a word people used not so long ago, 
unless they were talking about one 
of the largest rivers in the world). The 
others are gone.

Change is also occurring in the mix. 
Jan-san, break room and safety are 
among the key buzz words in today’s 
IDC and, without doubt, are categories 
OP dealers need to be in to survive. 

There is change in the way dealers, 
wholesalers and reps work. Change in 
shows, promotions, collateral, catalogs, 
search terms, software providers… It 
can make your head spin when you 
think of the difference between the 
way things are done today and the 
days when I went into my dealers, 
took inventory, wrote an order and put 
together a promotion for the sales reps.

Change is inevitable, and the IDC has 
to be ready for it, embrace it and adapt 
with it.

Consolidation
No surprise here, I am now at TOPS 
Products, a great company with solid 
leadership in Jim Ellward. My business 
card includes logos for Adams, Ampad, 
Cardinal, Oxford, Pendaflex, Quality 
Park and TOPS. 

While there are many significant 
manufacturers that support the IDC, 
there has also been quite a large 
reduction in the number of major office 

products suppliers. I don’t know how 
many brands have been absorbed into 
others, but it is certainly a trend that is 
happening in the channel.

The same is true of the dealer 
community itself. In just the last two 
years, eight of the top 50 independent 
dealers have either been purchased by 
Staples or Office Depot or have merged 
with other large independents. Do we 
really think this trend will slow down? In 
my view, it may well go the other way 
and accelerate.

Even in the manufacturer rep world, 
groups have consolidated as lines have 
disappeared or been merged into other 
companies. Will this stop? Again, it is 
more likely it will in fact accelerate as 
firms battle for survival. 

I am not saying all this is good for 
the channel. It just appears to be the 
new reality and we should be aware 
of the situation.

Collaboration
The final C is for me the most important 
going forward, and what we need to 
see more of! With all the changes in the 
IDC, it is critical for the mutual success 
of manufacturer, wholesaler, buying 
group, manufacturer reps, software 
providers and, of course, the customers! 

When I started in the industry, there 
seemed to be constant confrontation 
between manufacturers who were 
pitted against each other through ideas 
such as import programs and private 
label sales. How has all that turned 
out? I am certainly not an expert on the 
subject matter and will leave it to others 
to determine if we are truly better off 
today or not.

However, my view of the future is that 
we will need each other to succeed. 
The so-called Amazon Effect, which 
was not even in the IDC vocabulary 
five years ago, seems to dominate our 
conversations like the superstores did 
20 years ago. Where did that end up?

I believe the IDC can not only 
continue to exist, but it can thrive. 
However, we cannot be successful 
unless together we can find a way 

to sell more brands at competitive 
pricing—doing what independents 
do better than any other reseller out 
there… on the basis of great service 
and great relationships. .

The mid-market has been the 
sweet spot for the IDC forever. The 
big boxes have tried to pursue 
it with, to my knowledge, limited 
success. Why? Because the smart, 
sophisticated independents have 
done what was needed to respond. 
That needs to continue.

In conclusion, I look forward and 
see plenty of opportunity in the future. 
Certainly, there are challenges ahead. 
The stark reality is that when the 
recession ended and people went 
back to work, the overall consumption 
of traditional office products did not 
come back. Millennials do not consume 
paper, toner, file folders or calendars 
like the generations before them and 
they never will. 

The IDC must continue to invest 
in new areas such as jan-san, 
safety, breakroom, furniture and 
technology, in addition to continuing 
to promote traditional office products 
(because they will never go away). 
It needs to bundle solutions and 
educate the end user on our ability 
to provide those solutions. But, most 
importantly, we need to help each 
other create those solutions, share 
best practices, good ideas and ways 
of outgunning the opposition.

I am excited for the future and look 
forward to participating in it.
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Winner’s Circle CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4The Value of a Sales Rep in 
a Technological World
Salesperson says: “With our company, you get a dedicated 
point of contact. I’ll be your rep.”

Prospect says: “I do everything online and have never 
had to call. I’m really good with how things are right now 
with Staples.” 

I heard this exchange recently while listening to a 
recorded phone call between a potential customer and a 
sales rep. It reminded me of how diligent we must be to 
communicate the real value of having a personal sales rep 
in this impersonal, technological world.

Prospects who are ordering from big-box stores are 
very used to ordering online and don’t perceive there is 
any problem that needs solving. They are quite savvy at 
doing research and answering their own questions. Most 
independent dealer websites even highlight the most 
cost-effective brands, eliminating the need to interact with a 
salesperson.

So, what’s a guy or gal to do to prove you can help them 
do what they do, but better?

We know we can run circles around the competition with 
amazing service; however, to start out on the right foot in 
the sales process, we must start with the premise that 75% 
of a good sales process is asking good questions and 
gaining insight. 

When we do this and do it well, we articulate a 
customized value—which includes the value of a having 
a dedicated rep. All too often, the age-old (and vital) 

knowledge that we should be feature/benefit selling 
somehow comes out of our mouths as simply pointing out 
that if they buy from our company they get assigned a rep.  

Let’s strengthen our selling muscles and really 
communicate what a rep can do for them. And if you are 
doing more team-selling, then sell the value of the team, but 
simply saying you’ll get a rep is just not cutting it in today’s 
competitive market. Just like the art of writing handwritten 
thank you notes is dying, so is the offer of truly personal 
attention. It can be such a unique and welcome service! 
Highlight the potential benefits. 

Think about every time you say, “I’ll be your Rep” and link 
that to “What that means to you is...”

HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES: 
 “I will be your dedicated point of contact….
• What that means to you is you have a partner proactively 

looking for ways to stretch your budget for the year. 
• What that means to you is you get the best of all worlds 

with online ordering, corporate pricing and small-town 
service where we know your name when you call. 

• What that means to you is we can save you the hassle 
and the time needed to research unique items. 

• What that means to you is we can help improve your 
productivity by doing the legwork and setting up your 
favorites list, transferring the part numbers, etc. 

FEATURE: I’ll be your dedicated 
point of contact. 

BENEFIT: What that 
means to you is….

By Marisa Pensa
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• What that means to you is you’ll have me as a single point 
of contact for any kind of support you need, which will 
free you up to focus on the seemingly endless items on 
your to-do list. 

Continue to build your case that you are worth ordering 
from by adding on a value-building question.

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE IN ACTION: 
One thing we do very differently is you will have a dedicated 
point of contact. What that means to you is you have a second 
set of eyes looking at your orders, analyzing purchases and 
offering suggestions for improvement. Let’s just say you were 
looking to order an item like a shredder and had questions 
that the product description or the reviews just did not answer. 
How would you go about getting support? 

As an aside, while this article focuses on the value of 
having a “Rep,” the same is true for how we sell any other 
advantage like having dedicated delivery drivers, a rewards 
program, a recycling program, etc. How do those things 
help your customers? 

Having a dedicated representative is absolutely valuable 
and still a major differentiator between ordering with your 
company and simply ordering online with no assistance. 
But just like anything, if having a rep is presented in a 
lackluster way, you risk getting a ho-hum response…
something like “We will just keep doing what we’re doing 
right now and really don’t have a need to change.” 

Sell the real value of a personal  
touch in this impersonal 
world. Strengthen your 
selling muscles, make 
sure your prospects 
know what you’ll do 
for them and watch 
your conversations, 
and your sales  
results, grow. 

Good selling out there 
-- both in the field and on 
the phone! 

Marisa Pensa is founder of Methods in Motion, a sales training company 
that helps dealers execute training concepts and create accountability 
to see both inside and outside sales initiatives through to success. For 
more information, visit www.methodsnmotion.com.

FEATURE: I’ll be your 
dedicated point of 
contact. 

BENEFIT: What 
that means to 
you is….

QUESTION: 
Just out of 
curiosity…?

http://www.methodsnmotion.com
http://www.methodsnmotion.com
https://www.facebook.com/methodsnmotion
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marisa-pensa
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“My customers love me and I am 
the only reason that we keep their 
business, but we can’t raise their prices 
on something important like copy 
paper. They might leave!”

Price increases in general—and 
especially price increases on high 
profile items like copy paper—can 
make almost any salesperson quiver 
in their boots. Many of them have 
come to believe that price changes 
are their only Achilles heel when it 
comes to customers, because they are 
convinced that they can control every 
other part of the customer experience. 

Really? Do reps actually have that 
much influence with customers and 
are they right when they say price 
increases are the only danger to their 
continued success?

If your reps truly believe these lies, 
either management or ownership is 
to blame. Every part of your company 
should be focused on serving the 
customer and if your team does a good 
job at that task, small price increases 
will not cause most customers to leave.

If communicated properly, notifying 
customers about price increases can 
actually increase their loyalty to your 

Celebrate Price 
Increases—Especially 
on Copy Paper!
By Tom Buxton

company. But too often reps are afraid 
to bring up any “bad news,” so the 
customer is left to discover it themselves. 
Or worse, the rep forces your company 
to hold your price long past the date of 
the price increase because they don’t 
want to upset the customer.

Have your margins eroded since 
the most recent paper price increase 
went into effect? If so, you are listening 
to the wrong influencers and not 
implementing the activities that will 
minimize customer leakage and 
margin degradation. 

Force your reps to have 
straightforward discussions with their 
customers about the current state of the 
marketplace, inflation and cost-saving 
possibilities. It is called an account 
review, but the purpose is not to share 
a bunch of numbers with a customer, 
it is to demonstrate your company’s 
concern for their welfare. It is also to 
tell the truth about price increases and 
other changes in your business. 

A few years ago, during a time of 
significant price increases, I met with a 
large group of reps to teach them how 
to maintain or grow margins within their 
customer base. After my presentation, 

the vice president of sales stood up and 
said that he wanted me to meet with 
three of their largest customers in order 
to prove that what I said really worked. 

I confess that meeting with their 
largest customers made me a bit 
nervous. Had I been the VP I think I 
would have tested the concept with 
smaller customers first, but he either 
believed in my skills or he really wanted 
to demonstrate that I was an idiot.

At each customer we started 
by asking about the challenges 
their businesses were facing. In 
every case they said that they were 
needing to raise prices because 
of changes in the marketplace. So 
when I mentioned the fact that the 
company I was representing also had 
that challenge and had not raised 
prices to them in nearly a year, each 
customer asked why we had not 
approached them before. 

One gentleman’s response still sticks 
in my mind, “Why the heck, wouldn’t 
you raise your prices to us, you have 
done a great job and we are raising our 
prices to our customers?”

“The truth will set you free.” This 
famous phrase from my favorite book 
does not guarantee that all of your 
customers will respond like the buyer I 
quoted did. But in the age of Amazon, 
where prices on heavy products like 
copy paper are higher than ever 
before, our reps cannot be allowed to 
continue this “sky is falling” mantra in 
your company. The sky doesn’t need 
to fall when prices go up. You can 
make more money in 2018 than you did 
in 2017 if you are willing to celebrate 
price increases, rather than allow them 
to destroy your profitability.

In addition to serving as national sales manager 
for AOPD, Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the 
InterBizGroup consulting organization, works 
with independent office products dealers to 
help increase sales and profitability. Tom is also 
the author of a new book on effective business 
development, “Dating the Gatekeeper.” For 
more information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.

http://www.interbizgroup.com
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